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Pedigree Notes for Dane Shadow (Danehill – Slight Chance, by Centaine) 

Dane Shadow has had notable success with mares descending from Mr Prospector (Raise a Native), 
Nureyev (Northern Dancer), Sadler’s Wells (Northern Dancer), Snippets (Lunchtime), and Strategic 
(Zeditave), as well as the Bletchingly (Biscay) branch of the Star Kingdom-line. 

Daughters of Snippets (Lunchtime) have produced six winners from seven runners for Dane Shadow, 
including the Group One winners Red Tracer and Shellscrape. Snowland (Snippets) has had one winner 
from one runner for Dane Shadow while mares by other sons of Snippets, such as Pins and Snippetson 
would also cross well with Dane Shadow. 

The Star Kingdom-line is responsible for two more of Dane Shadow’s Stakes winners; Group One winner 
Shadows in the Sun is out of a Best Western (Bletchingly) mare and is one of seven winners from eight 
runners for Dane Shadow out of mares by Best Western, while Canny Lad (Bletchingly) is the broodmare 
sire of Stakes winner Fill the Page. Dane Shadow has had four winners from six runners out of daughters 
of Canny Lad. Marscay (Biscay) and Luskin Star (Kaoru Star) have also had great success with Dane 
Shadow’s sire Danehill, producing six individual Group One winners. 

A Woodman (Mr Prospector) mare is responsible for Group One winner Hurtle Myrtle, and daughters of 
Woodman have produced a further three winners for Dane Shadow. Other sons or grandsons of Mr 
Prospector that have produced winners for Dane Shadow include Miswaki, Jade Hunter, Jade Robbery, 
Umatilla, El Moxie and Indian Ore. Mares by Bellotto, Fusaichi Pegasus, Hussonet, Celtic Swing, Lion 
Cavern, Fappiano, Geiger Counter, etc should also suit.  

Dane Shadow has had five winners from five runners from daughters of Fasliyev (Nureyev). Other sons of 
Nureyev such as Stravinsky, Peintre Celebre and Spinning World would also be good options for Dane 
Shadow. 

The Sadler’s Wells (Northern Dancer) line has proved very successful with Dane Shadow. The three-time 
Stakes-placed Silhouette Noire is one of three winners from four runners by Dane Shadow out of Scenic 
mares. Barathea, Carnegie, Galileo and Johann Quatz are other sons of Sadler’s Wells whose daughters 
have produced winners for Dane Shadow. Mares by Montjeu and High Chaparral, both sons of Sadler’s 
Wells, should also be considered. 

Inbreeding to Dane Shadow’s broodmare sire Century has proved successful – Dane Shadow has had four 
winners from five runners out of daughters of Rubiton (Century). 

The Rainbow Quest branch of the Blushing Groom-line has had good success with Dane Shadow from 
limited opportunities; Spectrum (Rainbow Quest) mares have produced two winners from two runners, 
while Quest for Fame (Rainbow Quest) has also been a successful cross. Viscount (Quest for Fame) is 
responsible for the 3-time Stakes-placed winner Tikitour – The Sylph (H.K.). 

Dane Shadow’s first runner from a Sir Tristram (Sir Ivor) mare is a winner, while sons of Sir Tristram have 
also shown to cross well with Dane Shadow; daughters of Dr Grace and Grosvenor have produced 
winners for Dane Shadow, while Marauding and Zabeel mares have been particularly successful with ten 
winners from fourteen runners. 

Stakes-placed Shadow Minister is one of three winners from three runners for Dehere (Deputy Minister) 
mares. Other sons of Deputy Minister (Vice Regent), such as Salt Lake, should also suit Dane Shadow. 

Other broodmare sires that have produced Stakes-performers for Dane Shadow include Thunder Gulch 
(Gulch), Citidancer (Lomond), Vettori (Machiavellian), Tale of the Cat (Storm Cat), Catrail (Storm Cat) Fuji 
Kiseki (Sunday Silence), Xaar (Zafonic), Zeditave (The Judge), Strategic (Zeditave) – broodmare sire of six 
winners from six runners by Dane Shadow, including multiple city winner and Group 3-placed 3YO in 
2014/15, Harrier Jet, and Success Express (Hold Your Peace) – six winners from nine runners including the 
Stakes-placed 2YO in 2014/15, Cinematic. 


